
Historically ransomware has been distributed as part of spam 
campaigns and through exploit kit infrastructure (compro-
mised websites, malvertising). 

However, security researchers have seen a recent increase 
in the amount of ransomware targeting RDP services. Most 
notably the Samas family of ransomware employs targeted at-
tacks against organization servers exposed to the Internet. In 
a great amount of Samas infection cases, compromise has oc-
curred via RDP credential brute force attacks against servers 
allowing RDP connections from the Internet. 

Once the network has been breached,not only does SAMAS 
encrypt the files, it finds on the initial ingress point (and any at-
tached network storage devices) but the attacker also gathers 
credentials and uses these, along with additional reconnais-
sance activity to further spread the ransomware in the network. 
Backups found by the attacker are encrypted or corrupted 
and shadow copies are deleted, making file recovery without 
paying the ransom difficult or even impossible. 
User education, while still invaluable in terms of preventing 
compromise via user-specific attacks, must be complemented 
by tightened security controls. 
Tightened security controls include the reduction of services 
exposed to the Internet (such as the notably insecure and 
incessantly-targeted RDP) and frequent patching of outdated 
and vulnerable software. 

▫ Do not allow RDP 
 connections from the Internet

▫ Allow only two-factor 
 authenticated VPN sessions  
 from the Internet

▫ Timely patching of 
 Internet-exposed services

TARGETED RANSOMWARE
INFECTION VIA RDP BRUTE FORCE

Internet exposed RDP services 
provide the perfect entrance point

HOW TO PROTECT 
YOUR NETWORK

SAMAS 
RANSOMWARE

WHAT IS A 
SAMAS RANSOMWARE ?



Our SCA team alerts you as soon as a threat is detected. 
For every alert, we offer guidance and provide recommenda-
tion to secure the network and to re-establish and maintain an 
effective security posture.

The SCA approach includes :

▫ An assessment of the site’s network  
 security architecture to ensure   
 proper deployment and    
 maintenancce of the technical   
 network infrastructure.

▫ Ensuring that the agent can 
 communicate back to our SCA team  
 cluster by creating exceptions on  
 the endpoint’s own Firewall or on the  
 actual Firewall devices, as needed.

▫ Comprehensive analysis of the 
 environment focused on finding 
 evidence of ongoing or past 
 compromise.

▫ A view into systemic risks and 
 exposures.

▫ Identification of security hygiene 
 issues, such as poor patch 
 management.

▫ Recommendations to improve your  
 organization’s ability to more   
 effectively respond to future   
 incidents.

▫ Flexibility to deploy on-premise or on  
 cloud-hosted technology.

THE COMPROMISE 
ASSESSMENT 
APPROACH

SAMAS 
RANSOMWARE

UNPARALLELED DETECTION

Leveraging a Big Data approach coupled with a hybrid threat intelligence model, AAP 
achieves unsurpassed detection of threats in today’s complex environments.

24/7 CYBERSECURITY FORCE

Guaranteed access to trained incident responders at any hour.

COLLABORATIVE MODEL

Offering a client partnership approach, the Active Response Center’s team becomes an 
extension of your own.

DEDICATED HUNT TEAM

Trained to ferret out even the seemingly innocuous indicators of compromise.

ENDPOINT PROTECTION

Active mitigation capabilities to protect your endpoints whether the target system resides in-
side or outside your corporate network.

If a company has services such as RDP exposed to the Inter-
net, it is highly recommended that more secure alternatives be 
considered.
Samas has also been observed to compromise servers through 
outdated versions of JBOSS.

To learn more about us : www.gosecure.net

About GoSecure POWERED BY COUNTERTACK
GoSecure POWERED BY COUNTERTACK, the leading provider of Predictive Endpoint Security Platform and MDR Services for the enterprise, today announced a major 
new release of its open and flexible Endpoint Protection Platform, with a collection of security features focused on Interpretability: improving responsiveness while 
greatly reducing the complexity that security analysts have to deal with to protect and manage their endpoints from advanced threats like memory mods, fileless 
malware, ransomware and APTs.


